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Editorial. 
I N the suggestive address of President Newell at Louisville, oc-curs the sentiment that, . 
"'The true tluory~ o.f a COtll11101Z school programme is that every 
step shall be the best possible preparation for stepping out rather than 
for stepping up. " 
These words formulate a truth that lies down deep in the con-
victions of thousands of thoughtful educators and thoughtful men 
in every walk of life. That truth could scarcely be expressed in 
more felicitous language,and its utterance in this form 'and on the 
important occasion that called it forth will impart ,to it a piquancy 
and force that must arrest attention and powerfully affect public 
opinion upon a subject of great importance. There are tho,se 
who dream of the possibility of shaping, and even of subordi-
nating the courses of study in the common schools to the re_ 
' quir~ments of the so-called higher education. Nay, mOre j there 
are some who persistently proclaim this anhe cardinal principle 
in the organization of our system of public instruction. There 
are those who insist that the entire series of agencies from the 
primary and the rural district scho'ol to the' high school should, 
in their organization, studies, and management, be made tribu-
tary to the wants of the state universities. This means, substan-
tially, that in providing for the necessarily limited education of 
the many we , must subordinate their needs in respect to the 
studies pursued~ to the requirements of the few whose good fnr-
tune it may be to partake of the highest advantages afforded by 
the state. . 
No~ this doctrine is a h~resy and is exerting a pernicious 
influence upon the great educational movement ofthe country. 
It leads many to overrate, relatively, the claims of higher educa-
tion, to the detriment of that work o.f thorou~lt elementary train-
ing which is so essential to good citizenship, which alone is with-
in reach of the masses, 'and which it is the chief function of our 
common school system .to impart: . In a large proportion of our 
educational meetings a great amount of the time has been and is 
devoted to a discussion of the relations of the grammar and high 
school to the college and the university, and to those questions 
that refer especially to higher education. The consideration of 
these topics we freely admit to be both useful and important. 
Higher education is important. High schools, academies, col-
leges, and universities are important both relatively and absolute-
ly. More important" still, however, are those elementary schools 
which furnish, or are at least designed to furnish, to the people 
the rudiments of knowledge, with that mental and moral disci-
pline which must form the ground-work and substratum of a civ-
ilized society. 
It is safe to affirm, probably, that at least eighty per cent of 
our whole population in this country obtain all the educational 
advantages they enjoy in the common schools. In some states 
a careful investigation has shown that eighty-eight per- cent are 
thus solely instructed, and that 'the actual school period does not 
exceed six years of six months each, or, about thirty-six months 
in all. The total enrollment in all the schools and institut"ions 
of every grade in this country during the year 1874 was 8,463,-
103. Of this number, only 360,000 are given as belonging to 
other than public schools, and only 56,692 were in universities 
and colleges. Hence, it is very clearly to be seen that ,as a mat-
ter of fact but a very small fractional part of the people ever 
partake of the .benefits afforded by the higher mstutitions of 
learning. It is equally clear, too,that the means of education for 
the masses must be so shaped and administered as to answer in 
the greatest possible degree the conditions and circumst-ances of 
their actual situation. With the masses, the ·supreme question is 
what knowledge and what course of preparation will be of the 
most worth under the circumstances? Time is short. Their 
opportunit'ies are limited. Each step in their education, there-
fore, "should be the best possible preparation for stepping out 
rather than for stepping up. " 
But what are the outlines of such a preparation? Manifestly,first _ 
of all, the ability to read readily, understandingly, and apprecia-
tively the English language, coupled with the love for the best au-
thors. This must include, of course, a r'easonable mastery of its 
unreasonable, absurd orthography, until all absurdities shall be , 
removed by the great reform that is surely coming. In the next 
place,the ability to write legibly and to express thought accurate-
ly, both in writing and orally. This power Of expression must, 
indeed, be the touch-stone of all other attainments. In the third 
place, as a branch of the art of expression and as tbefoundation of 
all industn'al training, drawing must be cultivated. The hand 
and the eye must be trained to perceive, to combine, and ex-
ecute. This kind of training is not only a powerful mental 
stimulus, but it is thefirst step toward the practical use o.f tools in 
the industn'al arts. Drawing should become as universal as writing 
and reading, both on account of its influence on character and· on 
the industries of life. Next in importance comes arithmetic, the 
art of using number in accurate and rapid calculation and com-
putation. We want less ofthe philosophical and far more of the 
practical here, for the average pupil and for the public good. 
To facilitate operations and save the precious time of the pupil, 
we want the simple and beautiful metric system substituted for 
our current, cumbersome, and complicated devices denominated 
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"Weights and Measures." To these should be added as a sine 
qua non, some knowledge of the history and government of our 
country, with a general introduction to the elements of tho'se 
sciences which unfold the secrets of nature and make us acquaint-
ed with the properties and forces with which we are brought in 
'daily contact. If the foregoing branches are skillfully and wise-
ly handled by competent instructors from the. beginning, t~e 
perceptive faculties of the pupil will be awakened, the power of 
combination and of reasoning will be cultivated, and the abiliJy 
and disposition to increase one's stock of useful information ~ill 
be acquired so that life will in a large sense become a perpetual 
' school, and study a source of perennial enjoyment. 
To this brief outline of the ESSENTIALS should be added actual 
practice in one or more of tIle simpler industrial arts. The use of 
tools and materials should be actually taught by educational 
Il!-ethods in the schools of the p~ople. Habits of industry and · 
the love of labor should be assid uousl y culti vated. to the end that 
when the, pupil steps out of school he shall be able to prove that 
it has prepared him to step into some occupation honorable to 
himself, usesul to the state, and conducive to that happiness 
which arises from a right direction of the powers, to ' the noble 
ends of a rational existence. 
We freely concede that the dignities of scholarship are great, 
and that its aspirations are grand and noble. We grant that the 
world needs highly educated men, and we know that it will have 
them. But we are equally positive in the conclusion that there 
is a common education for the common people quite as necessary 
for the welfare of society and the existence of the state. U~i­
versal education among the people,comparatively limited though 
it be, is not a whit less important than the highly learned few. 
We want no aristocracy even in learning. High schol-
arship and profound attainments realize their chief signifi-
cance only when employed to aid, encourage, and extend educa-
tion among the masses of a free people. In this general diffusion 
of the means of instruction we have the surest guarantee of the 
success of higher education. Higher education can never grow 
and flourish when planted in the soil of popular ignorance. On 
the other hand, the surest and best way to build up the colleges 
and universities is to lay a deep and all-pervading foundation for 
them in the promotion of a thorough and universal system of el-
ementary education. This is the greatest undertaking that the 
American nation has now or ever will have on its hands. En-
tirely to overcome illiteracy and subjugate ignorance will prove 
to be a bigger job than to suppress the rebellion, and it is about 
time to enter earnestly and determinedly upon the work: 
THE HIGH' SCHOOL PRINCIPLE-II. 
T~ERE have been instructed in the Indianapolis High School, during the past year, about 550 different pupils. A tolera-
bly accurate knowledge of their circumstances leads me to the 
conviction that not more than one-half this number would ob-
tain anything beyond the merest rudiments of an education if 
this school were not in existence. The number who enter and 
pass out of the school each year by graduation, removal, or go-
ing into business is not far from three hundred. 
This in four years makes an aggregate of twelve hundred dif-
ferent pupils, representing probably not less than eleven hundred 
families, directly reached by the High School within a single 
lustrum. It will thus be seen that the direct influence of the 
High School upon the city is by no means ' insignificant. But 
it is to its indirect benefits, those that reach every grade and 
class of people who have anything at stake in the city's prosp~-
ity, that I propose to direct attention. . 
I presume it will be admitted without controversy, that every 
intelligent and virtuous citizen is a power for good, that he is 
able to and does exercise a beneficent influence over every other 
person. There is not a community in the land that does not 
hail the advent of such a man as a public blessing. 
Is not the present prosperity and eminent position of this city, 
mainly won within the last half decade, chiefly due to the high 
character of the people who have made their homes and invested 
their fortunes here? Who is recognized as adding most to the 
city, the high minded cultureo man of moderate means, or the 
fool with, it may be, his hundred thousand? We invite talent 
from abroad to fill our pulpits, to cater to our desire for amuse- . 
ments, to instruct us from the platform, to edit our papers, to 
manage our railroads, and to teach our schools. If, however, a 
contractor needs one hundred or five hundred men, to grade a 
street or dig a sewer, does he invite them from New York or 
Chicago or Louisville with the offer of wages higher than would -
be demanded at hom~ by those willing to do the work? 
If a manufacturing company desires to employ a superinten-
dent to manage its business; the chances are that he will be 
obliged to send abroad for him and pay a substantial salary, 
while the common workmen will compete for employment at 
wages not much above the starvation point. 
All important enterprises, the prosperity of which touches 
every oneJ need and seek clear-headed, well-educated men to 
guide and control them. Money alone can neither create nor 
keep alive even business prosperity. Take away from this,or any 
other city, every thing the value of which can not. be reckoned 
in dollars and dimes,-take from our pulpits learnmg ~nd elo-
quence, from our bar all who rise above ~he rank ofpe~tlfogge.rs, 
f: our industrial establishments brams and acqUlred skIll, rom bl' from our society grace and refinement, from our pu IC schools 
completeness and system, and our downfall would be far more 
rapid than our elevation has been. 
Our people mus,t have brains, they must have education, or 
our civilization must pedsh. The dilemma 'has three horns. We 
'may relapse into 'barbarism, we may import our culture from 
abroad,orwe may secure it by a generous training of our boys and 
girl$. at home. In other words, we may make hewers of wood 
and drawers of water out of our own sons and daughters and im-
port for them task masters. 
The hope of our country, in a commercial point of view, is in 
a diversified industry. The most sagacious thing society can do 
for itself is to give every individual an unobstructed and unlimit-
ed chance to work out his own temporal salvation. Fewer men, 
comparatively speaking, are required now to do the drudgery of 
life, than a generation ago. 
We have more men fit for nothing but to dig than we have 
ditches for them to dig. It does not require as many hands to 
feed a hundred mouths as it did a generation since. Hence 
some of these hands are bound to be idle unless society can 
qualify them for other work. It is often lamented, but it is un-
doubtedly one of nature's beneficent compensations, that as 
man's grosser ~ants are more easily satisfied, his love of luxuries 
grows. Hence there is always very nearly work enough for 
everyone who needs to work. 
The higher education is supposed to, nay, it does, free men 
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from some · of the limitations which otherwise would narrowly 
compass them about in the choice of an occupation. A liberal 
education in a wonderful manner enlarges the horizon of one's 
life in more senses than one. 
Competition the life of trade is well enough as a metaphor, 
but in reality too many are finding it the death . . This keen and 
merciless rivalry which is filling so many with dismay in their 
bitter struggle for existence, is more desperate the lower down 
one goes. The lawyer or doctor feels it less than the 
contractor, the contractor less than the brick layer, 
the brick layer less than the hod carrier. And so 
it is that the unskilled workman even has a personal 
interest in the elevation of those around him, though he himself 
may not rise, inasmuch as it lessens the number of the jostling 
crowd on his own plane. 
A young person who has taken a high school course is certain-
, Iy able to enter upon some one of many occupations which, 
without such culture, he would be unable to aspire to. If under 
right influences at home as welll!$ in scheol, he does not feel 
himself above any honorable employment. With taste and op-
portunity to engage in some mechanical art, he finds himself 
prepared to take an intelligent view of his own work in all its 
complex parts and relations. If inclined to teach, he is ready 
for that. In short, with the mind disciplined, whose servant 
the body is, he becomes afree man-free from the trammels of 
undeveloped powers and the bonds of ignorance. If, moreover, 
his moral nature have correct discipline and grow apace with 
the intellect,he becomes the center of outgoing influences whos e 
limits extend far beyond the power of our imperfect vision to 
trace. 
These suggestions, it seems to me, are sufficient to show that 
this question of a free higher education in a community is one 
so intricately intenvoven with many others in political economy 
and social ethics, that none, least of all large property-holders, 
can afford to frown it down without· first scrutinizing it in many 
other lights than that of a tax receipt. 





H. B. BUCKHAM. 
ALL that I have written heretofore on this subject has been written with reference to country schools. In these, as it seems to me, the condi-
tions forbid the rigid enforcement of any uniform rule. While tardiness 
there, as everywhere, is an evil, and, in most instances a wrong, and must 
therefore be resisted and, as far as possible, corrected, it can be met by no 
prescription to be administered in all cases alike. It is a matter of training, 
. and in such circumstances wisdom is shO\"n rather by judicious management 
than by strict apphcation of rules made beforehand. A code of rules carried 
into such schools very much resembles the beautiful theory of government 
devised by Locke for the Georgia Plantations; as a theory it was perfect, but 
in practice it was so entirely removed from the habitS of the colonists and the 
state of the country that it fell to pieces of itself. . 
I write two final papers on this subject with reference to city and village 
schools. Here, again, I offer only opinions and de;> not expect all to agree 
. with me. 
In these schools the same principle is to be worked out under different condi-
tions; the habit of punctuality is to be cultivated for the sake of the pupil and 
with the cooperation of the parent, but the circumstances favor in some· re-
spects, a sharper and more positive mode of treatment, .while. with others they 
are still more difficult: to deal with. Punishment here is a matter of regula-
tio~ by the school board on the superintendent; all the business habits of the 
place are more exact and prompt, the merchant and the banker and the ex-
press agent and the railroad train and the factory accustom the community to 
sharp observance of hourS and minutes, and school, like any other place of 
business, is expected to conform to business habits; there is some standard of 
time which all observe; there is often some signal or bell or public clock 
which all must hear, and so no excuse for tardiness on that score; children 
come to school more continually through the year so long as they attend at 
all. On the other hand, the teacher has less personal contact with parents, 
pupils are more likely to act together and to follow schoo~ traditions and to 
fall -into sterotyped ways; evasions of rules are very likely to be provoked by 
strictness of discipline and to be popular and contagious as they are success-
ful; temptations to tardiness are more likely to occur, and when they occur to 
affect a larger number, as when a circus is to come, or a picnic party is to start, 
or a friend has to be seen to the train; some live very near the school, and 
for this reason often run so close to tardiness as to .be proverbial for coming 
just in time to save a tardy mark. 
Let me mention some of the more common regulations for city and village 
schools with objections to them, and then offer a rem"ark or two in reference to 
the principle which should guide all such regulations. 
In some places doors are locked at a specified minute and not opened for 
the half-day. This rule, if strictly enforced, is an absolute cause of tardiness, 
as all tardy pupils are excluded. So the torture of a felon may be immediate-
ly relieved by cutting off the afflicted finger. Under this regulation it is very 
easy, as I know from trial of it in one school, for a pupil who wants to have 
the half-day to ~imself to loiter just enough to see the door locked. Thus 
the offense is rl!ally changed by· design of the pupil from intentional tardiness 
to truancy, but truancy under such color that the teacher can hardly deal with 
it as such. There is all the evil.of truancy, so far as intention and loss of 
lessons for that day and the next and the consequent great annoyance of class 
and teacher go, but with the appearance and ·confession of tardiness only and 
the feeling that the mode of preventing the lesser fault was the occasion of, if 
not the temptation to, the greater. 
In some schools pupils are required to lose recess or to stay after school as 
many minutes as they were tardy. For a simple rule on the principle of ren-
dering an equivalent this sometimes works very well. ·No doubt it would 
hasten many to know they must make up lost time after the rest have gone. 
The objections are two : that saving time after school is no real compensation 
for tardiness, or that staying arter school does not atone for any fault which 
might have attached to the tardiness, and that the pupil is thus invited to 
choose between the convenience to himself, of being punctual and "making it 
up after schoo!." . Of course, there must be some lilIlit to this privilege of 
"making up," as one teacher learned when a whole class staid out two hours 
in the afternoon to see ~ show, and with apparently good logic expresse\l a 
frank expectation and willingness to remain two hours after schoo!. 
Another practice is to exclude from school for a fixed number of instances 
of tardiness, sometimes coupled with right of appeal to the highest school of-
ficer for reinstatement. Where tardiness is an evil so prevalent and so great 
as to be injurious to the school, this rule may work for the general good by 
the exemplary punishment of a few. It becomes necessary, if such a rule is 
in force, to fix with great exactness the definition of tardiness, and to specify 
what circumstances, if any, may justify it. Ifso serious a penalty is to follow, 
all the instances charged should be beyond dispute and there should be no 
just ground for suspicion that the rule is interpreted so as to hasten a pupil's 
exclusion. If the object is to protect a school from the positively bad influ-
ence of pupils willfully addicted to tardiness, or to apply a rigorous corrective 
to some who cannot be reached by milder means this rule, may work well. It 
would be likely, however, to find its chief exercise with those whose influ-
ence upon the school would not, indeed, be all that could be desired, but 
whom it is specially desirable to retain in school as the only hope of saving 
them from a life of vice and ignoranee. As a means of excluding all but 
the tolerably good it must be very efficacious; as a means of repairing the 
bad and keeping them within the reach of good influences it is not always 
wise. Still it is sometimes necessary as it is efficacious. 
Another practice in some very good schools is to make all the lessons of 
tardy pupils for the day zero. In some instances within iny knowledge the 
effect of this on tardiness is very great, but this e·ffect is a seconda.ry one inas-
much as it depends entirely on the anxiety of pupils for high standing. It 
seems to me like securing punctuality "by indirection," and raises the ques-
tions whether punctuality should be tributary to standing for recitation, and 
whether the mode of treatment tends to make one punctual when no specified 
\ 
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disadvantage is to come from being tardy. There is no very valuable and 
fruitful discipline from compelling the practice of a virtue by depriving one 
of honors and rank, awarded on other grounds, as a penalty for its neglect. 
If! am tardy at school, but recite my lessons perfectly, I -am unable to see 
why my tardiness should be charged to the account of my lessons any more 
than if I am punctual but have poor lessons, these poor lessons should draw a 
premium from my punctuality. 
A modification of this plan deducts a certain per cent from the marks to 
which the lessons are entitled. The principle is the same in either case, deduct-
ing from the merit du~ for one requirement beeause the pupil fails in another 
requirement, the two being dissimilar terms and therefore not comparable. It 
says in effect, I will punish you for what you do care about, because honors 
and rewards go with it and because that seems to you of more importance 
than the habits which are to accompany you through life. It looks a little like 
taking revenge for a fault which has no specific, adequate punishment of its 
own, by discounting merits by which the pupil sets great store. 
Still another rufe is to require excuses from parents or guardians before a 
tardy pupil can be admittt:d to school. This assumes that some responsible 
person shol!-ld authorize the tardiness a~d assume the blame, if any blame at-
taches to it, or in a looser sense, and a sense to which it almost necessarily 
degenerates, that the parent knows the fact of tardiness and with that know ledge 
the teacher throws off all responsibility. The latter is content with a simple 
"please excuse;" the former would like to demand a, specific reason in each case 
and to judge whether it is sufficient or not. These questions at once arise.: 
has a parent a right to take from his child half an hour from the time of 
the school session? has he this right for certain causes only? and who may fix 
the causes? has a teacher by his own authority or as agent of a board or com-
mittee a right to demand a reason for the child's absence? Both legal and 
moral q~estions are here involved. Be the answers what they may-and they · 
would be very various-the plan of requiring excuses is not very efficaCIOUS 
in preventing tardiness. In many places many of the parents cannot write 
them; when written they are little more than a formula for reentering.school, 
whose necessity and value are grudgingly acknowledged; they are given 
without hesitation or compunction and often with ill-concealed impatience at 
the teacher for the trouble he makes, and authority to write them is too often 
passed from father or mother to elder brother and sister and even to the de-
linquent himself. The parent of a pupil in the one school in which I was re-
quired to follow the lock-out system, a most estimable lady who was as good a 
friend as the school had, sent me this excuse: "please excuse all lock-outs, 
past, present and future." In another school where the written excuse was 
required for admission of tardy scholars, I saw a boy writing ~n a slip of pa-
per which he presently handed to me as an excuse for tardmess . . When I 
asked him if he wrote the excuse himself he answred frankly, "no sir, I only 
dated it." A little inquiry revealed the fact that he had a supply of excuses 
signed by his father with authority from him to date and present whenever 
necessary. These he showed me in one compartment of his pocket-book, 
which he said he kept exclusively for excuses. It was to my mind so clear a 
case of honesty on all sides that I went to see the father. He was as frank 
as the boy, and said, "I know you are required to ask excuses; my boy is 
never tardy but when his mother or I require it; I can trust him as well as I 
can trust myself; It saves me trouble and your rule is complied with, and 
that is all you need care about." Still written excuses have their value if 
they serve to restrict tardiness Within the cognizance of parents and the causes 
which the school authorities may think best to accept. 
In one of my schools we were very much annoyed by the tardiness of pupils, 
as a legacy of preceding years of laxness. As a remedy among various prop-
ositions this was suggested by a member of the Board: that a tardy pupil 
should be admitteq when parent or legal guardian in person come with the 
child and stated to his teacher that he had brought him because he had been 
tardy. No excuse or explanation was to be made, but the parent was in all 
cases to bring the child to his teacher. The rule was not adopted, but for 
that place and in existing circumstances it seemee to some a very simple and 
efficacious mode of treatment and one which none could justly complain of. 
It both granted the right, which is certainly very. doubtful, of the parent to de-
tain his child and asserted the right oi the school to call some one to accou nt 
for it, while it made tardiness so troublesome, not to parent, but to pupil, that 
it would have been effectually checked for the time. 
The time 'will come when the wisdom of drawmg to light the teaching tal-
ent of the young, in our schools, by the process of pupil-teaching, will be rec-
ognized, and this will be one important step towards making success in the 
career of our teachers the rule, and failure the exception.- Wis. Jour. of Ed. 
PROGRESS AND RESULTS OF LINGUISTIC SCIENCE. 
III. RESULTS OF THE SCIENCE OF LANGUAGE. 
Prof. A. LODEMAN, State Normal School, Ypsilanti, Mich. 
MODERN philology, it is well known, has not remained without influence upon the modem pronunciation of the ancient languages. The change 
wrought in the pronunciation of Latin by means of Corssen's work, ."On the 
Pronunciation, Vowel System, and Accentuation of the Latin Language," is 
not received by all with equal favor; yet little has been said against the 
soundness of Corssen's arguments. But the expediency of adopting the new 
pronunciation in teaching has often been denied. The principal reason why 
each nation should pronounce the Latin according to its own phonology. is, as 
I understand it, that the learner more easily recognizes the relations between 
the foreign and the native language; a reason which, it seems to me, is of lit-
tle weight, in the first place, because, as we have seen, very frequently words 
of a similar sound or form have no etymological connection whatever, and 
then because such words about whose relationship there is no doubt can be 
recognized even if the pronunciation is not quite the same in both languages; 
e. g., oratio, oration; however caput is pronounced, the Latin student will not _ 
learn from the sound, that it is identical with the English word head. 
On the other hand, there is at least one strong argument in favor of the 
new pronunciation: Much has Heen said about the power of poetry; "it is a 
power," says one of the greatest milSters of the art, "to imbreed and cherish 
in a great people the seeds of virtue and public civility, to allay the perturba-
tions of the mind. and set the affectiuns in right tune." If such senti-
ments of Milton and other great writers are true, and if our own experiences 
do not deceive us, the influence of poetic language upon the human mind must 
be of very great power. What then is poetry, and wherein lies its force l A 
few brief reflections will show it. "Poetry," says Aristotle, that most acute 
of human beings as Macaulay calls him, "is imitation /' it is an art analogous 
in many respects to the arts of painting and sculpture; Lessing's celebrated 
essay on Laocoon treats of the resemblance and the difference between these 
arts. The imitations of painting are, in some respects, more perfect than 
those of poetry; the machinery which the poet employs, as Macaulay h~ 
said, consists only of words; "but the poet," according to Emerson (see hiS 
"Parnassus") "must pot only converse with pure thought, but he must dem~n­
strate it almo~t to-the senses. His words must be pictures." And "words," 
says Wilhelm von Humboldt, "do not represent visible objects t~emselves, 
but they are the expressit1n of the images pr~d~ced by the objects m the 
mind." But as the effect of an image, of a pamtmg, depends largely upon 
its colors, so the sounds of the words may very essentially modify the impres-
sion they carry with them; and "It is a very important circumstance and one 
that should never be lost sight ~f, that the ancient poetry was much more 
closely bound up with music than modern." Hence, the ll!ore accurately WI! 
imitate the original pronunciation of ancient writers, the better will our feel-
ings aGcord with theirs, the truer will be our appreciation, and the more cor-
rect our understanding of their sentiments and of the beauty of their poetry. 
This point seems to me of sufficient consequence to justify my quoting a 
few examples in its support. That unfortunate professor of Hall~ (~~ss) 
mai~tains that the pronunciation of the Greek has not changed wlthm the 
last seventeen centuries, that consequently in ancient Greek the t, v, 1/, the 
€t, 11, Ot, Vt had the same sound as they have in modern Greek, namely tha~ of 
English e. Now, let anyone read from the 24th book of the Iliad, a few · hnes 
of the passage where Priam entreats Achilles to restore to him the body of 
his son Hector. All his other sons are fallen, he laments, "dead, all are dead! 
How oft, alas! has wretched Priam bled! Still one was left, their loss to 
recompense; his father's hope, his country's last defense," etc. (See Pope's 
translation.) If we pronounce the Greek as Prof. Ross advises, it will be '-
seen that there is little or no correspondence between the sound of the verses 
and the mournful sentiments which they convey. (See Iliad, XXIV. 498-
506.) But pronounce them properly and it will appear that the words are in 
keeping with the contents; and the plaintive tone of the words uttered by 
the .wailing old man is due quite as much to the numerous deep and full 
vowel-sounds as to the great number of spondees in those lines. 
There are hundreds of passages in the Iliad, that might serve as illustra-
tions as well as the one selected. In verses where the langu~e is · more strictly · 
onomatopoetic, a change of the pronunciation will have a~till greater effect. 
Take, e. g ., the verse from Ovid which describes the peasanls changed by La-
tona, the offended goddess, into frogs, as trying to scoff her even under the 
water: 
Qua,;tqualll sint sub aqua,' sub aqua maledicere tmfant. 
.'. 
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Pronounce this line according to the rules for the pronunciation of the 
French language, and you will entirely miss the force of the onomatopreia. In 
the passage from the Odyssey; , 
"luTta De uljJiv, 
Tpix-ITa ,rl:Kat r€rpax-ITa c5t€uXtuev l!; iwl:p.oto, 
we hear as perfectly as words can imitate it, the whizzing of the wind 
and the crashing of masts; but change the gutteral sound X, and the effect is 
spoiled. 
As a last illustration I will quote a few lines from the 8th eclogue of Virgil. 
The shepherd Damon is complaining of the cruelty of Cupid, who, he says, 
Is not an Italian boy, but was born on rugged cliffs in far-off mountains. In 
this passage the very language of the poet sounds no longer like Latin, but 
assumes a foreign, barbarous accent, which becomes the more sensible by the 
contrast with the melodious smoothness of the intervening lines: . 
Ut vidi, ut perii I ut me malus abstulit error! 
Incipe Mrenalios mecum, mea tibia, versus. 
Nunc scio, qUid sit Amo!"; duris in cotibu5 ilium 
Aut Tmaros aut Rhodope aut extremi Garamantes 
Nec generis nostn puerum nec sanguinis edunt. 
In such poetry the intention of the poet to use word-imagery is not to be 
mistaken, and hence the importance of pronouncing the words as he would 
recite them is evident. One might as well disregard the meter as the proper 
pronunciation of vowels and consonants and deny that intimate union between 
idea imd form which Schiller claims for the distich in the beautiful words 
(translated by Coleridge) : 
"In the hexameter rises the fountain's silvery column, 
In the pentameter aye falling in melody back." 
tn short, if the study of the classics is to serve other purposes besides the 
strengthening of the memory and the reasoning powers, an end which may as 
well be reached by other and more practical studies, if moral and resthetic 
culture is one of the ends to be attained, then it is of the highest importance 
to the student to become imbued with the spirit of the ancient writers; and 
while he endeavors to do so, he can not neglect or treat as indifferent any ele-
ment of their means of expression. 
I can not here enter at length into the changes in the treatment of the gram-
mar and the methods of instruction; of both the ancient and. modern lan-
guages, wrought by ' moder~ philology. The authors of t4e most favorably 
known text-books, such as Hadley" Harkness, Allen & Greenough, Goodwin, 
Crosby, have composed their works in the light which the new study has 
thrown upon the etymology and structure of the languages, and have taken 
up 'into them the newly-developed views,. "as far as consistent with practical 
ends;" "while the authors," says a reviewer of"l'lne of the above-mentioned 
works, "have not been led by their familiarity with the most advanced lin-
guistic scholarship, to depart from the simplicity of their task, they have, at 
the same time, made this new grammar peculiarly useful by giving just 
enough glimpses into the growing field of comparative philology to awaken 
the curiosity and engage the interest of such boys as give promise of develop-
ing any natural aptitude for broad linguistic studies; the substantial contribu-
tions to Latin grammar gathered from this field are used without parade, and 
in a way to occasion no perplexity to teacher or learner." 
What has been said of the ancient languages applies to the living ones; if, 
in view of an early practical use of these languages, a more scientific study 
of them is frequently neglected, it need not be so, and comparative matter may 
be used as a valuable help to the learner, whether the comparison is made be-
tween ancient and modern, or between different modern languages. In some 
German Gymnasia, where the Latin is commenced early, the French is taught 
from grammars based directly upon Diez's Comparative Grammar of the Ro-
manic Languages; the Middle-High.German 'is learned in a very short time 
by way of comparison with modern German, and the Nibelungmlied is read 
in the original; and to show how well the plan to present the languages in 
their historical growth is carried out in tp.e school to which I have reference 
now, I may add here, that the course in Greek commences with the Homeric 
dialect, as the older one, and the first Greek Reader placed in the hands of 
the pupils is'the Odyssey. The work of the classes in Anglo-Saxon in Lafay-
ette College has been described as follows: "A class gces slowly on with 
the Reader and Grammar together, studying word by word, letter by letter, 
the relations of the forms to those of other languages, and the laws of change 
which govern th'eir history. Besides this grammatical study, however, the 
substance of the selections is carefully studied, including choice extracts from 
the .Anglo-Saxon Chronicle and .Beda, giving the noticeable events of history, 
Anglo-Saxon laws, and extracts from the great poets. Thus, in method ana 
substance, as thprough and scientific study is given to a portion of the An-
,glo-BuOD as .can be given to Greek and Latin, with the . ordinary 
college text-books. It affords a solid foundation for the study of the 
later English classics-Chaucer, Spenser, Shakespeare, Bacon, Milton, Bun-
yan, whose masterpieces are studied in successive terms with the same care 
which a Greek professor gives to Homer or Plato." . 
The study of English Grammar has received much light from the Anglo-
Saxon, and it would be neither impracticable nor useless to connect with the 
English ianguage course in the high schools the study of a short historical 
English grammar; this would, for English students, facilitate the learning of 
other Teutonic languages, for instance the German, just as vice ' versa, an ac-
quaintance with German renders the understanding of Anglo-Saxon or Old-
English comparatively easy. In general we may say that, "after a stndent has 
learned one speech scientifically, he can never learn another with satisfaction 
without knowing the relations of everything he learns. A child may memor-
ize mathematics at first, but as soon as he hru. understood anything, he relucts 
at every attempt to cram' him." 
'Now, the modification which the study of languages has undergone under 
the influence of comparative philology, as far as it can be e~pres*d in a sum-
mary way, is this: While formerly each language was studied by itself with-
out reference to kindred speeches, while its details were memorized as a mass 
of dead facts without any history, we now treat it as a member of a large 
family,.in its relation to other tongues, more or less akin, and its parts not 'as 
dead forms, but as organisms changing according to laws both historical and 
phonetic. Thus the French, in its relation to the Latin, is 'defined by M. Lit-
tre as a language "which preserves the accented syllable, generally suppresses 
the middle consonant and short vowel; then reconstructs the word according , 
to the euphony required by the ear between the remaining elements, and thus 
establishes its new and own accentuation whicl). always falls upon the last 
syllable in strong (masculine) endings, and upon the penult in weak (femi-
nine) endings." 
There are other sciences that have essentially profited by the results of phi-
lological and linguistic studies. I had intended in this communication at least 
to touch upon the different theories concerning the" origin of 'language itself, 
further upon the development of human reason, the Darwinian theory, my-
thology, and theology. But this paper is too long already, and I must close, 
reserving the other points for some future time. 
THE LITTLE LANE. 
S. P. BARTLETT, South Dartmouth, Mass. 
WE passed the birches o'er the brook, The stepping stones, the mossy wall, 
The sweetly-scented cedar nook, . 
The gateway, barred and tall. 
And then 'twas down the little lane-
The pretty lane year out and in-
That Kitty, Sue, and bonny Jean, 
And I, and little Win, 
Went with our books to village school, 
Through violets blue, and tufted fern, 
The tossing wind-flowers frail and cool 
That greatly love to turn 
Such lilac bells to catch the sun, 
Made banks of bloom in April time; 
And there, before the Spring was done, 
What buttercups would shine! 
And daisies fair, with star and shield, 
A waving army, host on host; 
When breezes swept their golden field 
I think we loved them most. 
Clear, clear and sweet-how sweet and clear, 
As rosy blushed the pink-set thorns ; 
The dearest bird of. all the year 
Sang in those dewy moms! 
o little lane, the bird of May 
Might flit to-day o'er bloom and tree,-
The little lane is far away; 
And far away from me 
The children parted, years ago ;-
There are some graves I cannot see, 
But in a foreign land, I know 
Shade sad, and silently, 
The cypress boughs where three were laid, 
With lonely tears by one who wept; 
And of the schoolmates dear who played, 
But Win and I are left. 
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TEACHERS SHOULD MAKE GREATER USE OF THE LOCAL 
PAPER. 
G. P. PEDDICORD, Wyanet, III. 
EVERY teacher ow'es it to his prof:ssion to avail himself .of .all p~ssible means in ascertaining the pulu, as It were, of the community In which he 
is about to work. This is indispensable to the success of any teacher. , He 
must know 'about how much "reform" they can bear. And the probabilities 
are the more he kr,ows of the ideas of the community on school matters, the 
more disagreeably surprised he becomes. One of the most efficient ~eans of 
informing the community on such matters is to patronize freely the local pa-
per. Every local paper should contain a weekly educational column. It is 
encouraging to know that there are many who are using the papers for educa-
tional purposes. I think there will be found no editors who will object to 
giving a column for this purpose once a week or oftener, if necessary. It is 
a noticeable fact that in those communities where the paper ~s freely used by 
the teacher there is a healthier feeiing. I would not have the educational 
column monopolized by the hobby-riding teacher. Let the column be filled 
with the general facts of schools and education. What do the great majority 
of parents care whether "a" has six sounds or forty? Technicaliti~s should 
find no place in the column. Leave these for the school journals of the coun-
try. The teacher can make no betterinvestment than to contribute weekly an 
article on some educational topic. The higher the educallonal plane to 
which he can educate them the more the appreciation of his work, and con· 
sequently the more permanent his position, and the greater his remuneration. 
Not for this alone should he exert himself in thiS direction, but he' ow~s it to 
hIs country as a good citizen. Every teacher should furnish a weekly, month 
ly, or quarterly school report for his local paper. , My experience teaches me 
that it is of incalculable good. It brings before the patrons of the school 
that which they would otherwise know nothing about. 
AN OPPORTUNITY FOR PHILANTHROPIC PUBLISHERS_ 
THE State Board of Education of LOUisville has pUblished a circular in which publishers of school-books are offered a fine opportunity of prac-
ticing philanthropy toward indigent parents of public school children. A 
plan is suggested by which they can giv~ away books "for the use of indigent 
pupils who attend, or can be induced to attend, the free public schools of the 
state." The publishers of adopted books are requested to deposit a sufficient 
number of books with the_dealers, who shall be authorized to deliver them to 
pupils applying for them "at some fixed price not exceeding the m~nimum re-
tail rate, or, if said pupil surrenders the text-book last used by him on the 
corresponding subject, at the minimum exchange rates." It is suggested also 
that, "in consideration of this waiver of the privilege of securing such book at 
the introductory rate, sai~ publisher shall 'donate to each parish board and to 
the city board of directors of the public schools of New Orleans a number of 
said books equal to twenty-five or thirty per cent of the whole number re-
quired , in the parishes and New Orleans, during each of th~ four years ~or 
which the adoption of said books shall last." What a splendid chance to dis-
seminate good books among the needy! 
Teachers, what are you doing to cause the pupils under your care to remem_ 
ber you with especial regard ? 
To live in the hearts of men and women throughout long years, to be, even 
though unconsciously, connected with their highest aims and purest de~igns, 
this is the grand privilege of every true teacher. How may we accomplish 
this? In the first place, we must work; work energetically, unceasingly." 
"Without haste, without rest." Study those words. Whole volumes filled 
with undying truths linger in them. All the wondrous mysteries of creation, 
the birth of a planet, th~ life of a flower, the soul-growth within us are slow-
ly, untiringly evolved by the eternal law of ceaseless labor. 
"Without haste, without rest." Inculcate a spirit of earnestness, a con-
scious power arising from competence to mastcl' difficulties, not to shun them. 
This habit of toiling with. patience, this determined self-reliance will be of in-
finitely greater servive to our boys and girls, than the "600R larnin' " a few of 
our aged friends used to rail at, as unfitting boys for farm work, and girls for 
home duties. PEARL MONTi.OSE. 
You visit a school-room filled with quiet industry; in a distant comer arises 
a slight disorder-so slight you scarcely n!>tice it, and the teacher, absorbed in 
the arithmetic recitation, seems not to observe it. A few minutes later, when 
the class are busy at the board, a signal no one else preceives summons the 
disorderly boy to the teacher's side. A ta lk follows, so low-toned that you do 
not hear a word, though you sit within a yard of teacher and pupil; you only 
know that the boy returns to his seat subdued, and is a model boy during the 
remainder of your visit. No other pupil is disturbed, not one second is taken 
from the working time of any but the offender. That teacher has tact.-
MARY ALLEN WEST. 
SELECTIONS. 
THE CAUSE OF EDUCATION IN JAPAN. 
WHEN the news came a few months since that a reactionary movement in regard to education in Japan had set in, the friends of education in, 
the United States were apprehensive that it was but preliminary to the abolish-
ment of the comparatively liberal system which the Japanese government was in-
duced to adopt some years since at the earnest request of the friends of progress 
both native and foreign. American educators felt especial solicitude in regard 
to the matter, since they have taken a deep interest in the remodehng and en-
larging' of the educational system of Japan, and some of them have been em-
ployed in the work. The educational authorities of that empire have for 
years madz a close study of the American system of instruction, and have 
adopted many of its most desirable features. .The foreign superintendent of 
educational affairs in Japan, Dr. David Murray, is an American, while cer-
tain schools ' are supplied with American teachers. The result has been so en-
tirely satisfactory that the cause of education in Japan has gained a large 
number of warm friends among the progre;sives of the empire. Late au-
thentlc advices received by the United States Commissioner of Education are, 
however, calculated to correct the impression made by the intelligence of a 
few inonths ago. It appears that in January last the educational appropriation 
was diminished, whereupon the department of educational affairs at once be-
gan to cast about for ways in which to bring its ~xpenses within the reduced ap-
propriation. There were nineteen schools of a higher character in the empire, 
which included the University of Tokio, the medical college of Tokio, and 
a number of English language and normal schools-all of which were mainly 
supported by the government. When the crisis came i~ was ~eterm~n~d to 
maintain all the schools by exercising unusual economy In thC:lr admlllistra_ 
. I'd t hen practicable as in the case of the TokiO female nor-tlOn; to conso I a e w , , '. , 
1 h 1 d · Is' school and in some cases to transfer as far as POSSible rna sc 00 an glr, h IF ' r 
1 t th support of some of these sc 00 s. ewer lor. to the loca governmen s e . , 
. h ' II b em ..... yed and the appliances of educatIOn will be less elgn teac ers WI e l"~ • " 
l'b II 'ded' but the friends of educatIOn regard thiS curtailment as I era y provi , .. . 
much better than utter abandonment. It has been a gratlfymg Circumstance 
that the local communities are unwilling to lose the schools which have been 
'opened, and cooperate heartily with the local governments in arrangements 
for their continuance. As the resources of the empire are likely to be re-
stricted for some -time to come, it is possible that some modification of the ed-
ucational scheme may be necessary, but the friends of educatiol' both in Japan 
and in this country are assured that the more important features of the present 
system will be retained.- Washingto'n Evming .Star. 
ECONOMY. 
Economy is a good thing and much to be commended. Once determine 
what it is, and its practice becomes comparatively easy. The common inter-
pretation is "to save;" hence, where expenses are curtailed, there is econo-
my. The farmer might leave his young stock exposed to the storm and save 
the expense of a shelter, he might ft;ed them a little less milk, or meal, or 
crowd a few more into a pasture, or he might feed his working teams a little 
less hay or corn; the manufacturer might supply less steam to his engine; 
and still the work might go on. But would not the return from the farm or 
the workshop be diminished in greater proportion than the expense? 
We Play economize by lopping off luxuries, but when we curtail the neces-
sities, we strike at the conditions which make true economy possible. Does 
anyone suppose that In this country a common school education is not a ne-
cessity-a necessity for the man, for society, and for the state, and an econo-
my for all? But the common school, must have teachers, and if there is an 
economy of the time of the children and of the money used, the teachers must 
be efficient. If the teachers would be efficient, they must make some degree 
of preparation for their work. The time is past when "anybody can teach 
school," even a country ,chool. The time has come when the people are de-
mandingJhat the youth of their children shall not be wasted by superficial 
culture, but that good seed be sown instead of noxious weeds. Is there any 
, . 
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par!!nt who considers that a common school education is more than his child 
needs? or that the hest teacher . his school ever had is too good for him? 
On the contrary, did he not pay his share of the tax for that teacher more 
willingly than he ever paid any other similar tax? The true economy of 
time is to accomplish the most in it; of the children's time it is to prepare 
them fur lives of usefulness, to fit them to fulfill the ambition of their parents 
in becoming the noble men and women of the future.-S. II. Whit~. 
GRAMMAR. 
That the leading object of the study of English Grammar is to teach the 
correct use of Englisp, is, in my view, an error, and one which is gradually 
becoming removed, giving way to the sounder opinion that grammar is the 
reflective study oflanguage, for a variety of purposes, of.which correctness in 
writing is only one, and a secondary or subordinate one-by no means unim-
portaht, but best attained when sought indirt!ctly. It should be a pervading 
element m the whole school and home training of the young to make them 
use their own tongue with accuracy and force; and, along with any special 
drilling directed to this end, some of the rudimentary distinctions and rules of 
grammar are conveniently taught; but that is not the study of grammar, and 
it will not bear the intrusion of much formal grammar without being spotled 
for its own ends. It is constant use and practice, under never-falling watch 
and correction, that makes good writers and speakers; the application' of di-
rect authority is the most ;!fficient corrective _ Grammar has its part to con-
tribute, but rather in the higher than m the lower stages' of the work.' One 
must be a somewhat reflective user of language to amend even here and there 
a point by gl ammatical reasons; and no one ever changed from a bad speak-
er to a good one by applying the rules of grammar to what he said.- W. D . 
Whitmy. 
How many persons there are who wish they could do a thing well, but who 
are unwilling to give the time and strength to fit themselves for the work in 
question. Young teachers WIsh they could interest and profit a class as well 
as some highly successful teacher of their acquaintance; yet they are not 
ready to study as hard on theIr lessons week by week as that ski lIed teacher 
does; nor will they pay as much attention as he gives to wise method~ of 
teaching. Another young person wishes he could write attractively for the 
papers, but he will not wait until he has lrained himself lor this sphere, as, 
without exception, the best newspaper writers have. He who thinks that a 
man can preach well, or teach well, or write well, or sing well, or play well 
on a musical instrument, or, in fact, do anythirtg well without hard work in 
learning how to do that thing. is greatly mistaken. It is never easy to do a 
thing until a man realizes that it is hard to do it.-:Exchange. 
The position of the teacher when outside of the school-room depends on 
his attention to social duties and demands. Some teachers strive to rend«:r 
themselves valuable members of society, and society appreciates them_ Others 
sit down moodily in a boarding house, make no acquaintances, hlve nothing 
to contribute to the demands made by the social circle upon them, and won-
der the teacher has no position in society. Let every teacher determine to 
have a position. If you want to ride in the car you must pay your fare; there 
are no dead-heads in society,-one pays in one thing and another III some-
thing quite different-but all pay.-.N. }. School Journal. 
It is possible for a nation to be its own worst enemy. It may dehberately 
destroy itself. We have a very large burden of hereditary ignorance to bear, 
and much to our injury we have given this very Ignorance equality with us in 
m:maging the affairs of the nation. This action necessitates that one of two 
things should take place; either the nation must sink to the level qf this ig-
norance or we must elevate it to the standard of our intelligence. The negro 
must be educated, or the vast burden of his stupidity will crush us. The best 
triends of the colored race see and know this.-National Teachers' Monthly 
for Mar. 
In dealing with imperishable jewels, which might make resplendent our 
crown of rejoicing forever, how often do we-work at haphazard, knowing 
little of the material in our hands, and caring .little whether our processes 
are adapted to it or not. Mechanically we work and stupidly await the result, 
expecting our jewels to be rightly poliihed, because we persistently hold them 
to the wheel; the grind, grind, grind &oes on till suddenly we find our gems 
ground to powder, and worthless dust alone remains as the res~It of our labor. 
-Mary Allen Well. ' 
Musical Department. 
TEACHING MUSIC TO CHILDREN.-I. 
IN beginning the work of teaching music in schools. the teacher should have a definite object in view, and then arrange the course of instruction so as 
to reach the desired end by slow, gradual, but interesting.steps. Probably one 
of the greatest causes of failure in teaching music to children has been the 
attempt to teach too much theory, and give not enough practice. Let the 
practice always precede the theory. Just as a little child learns to speak its 
native language, without knowing, in a technical senge, one principle of tho 
science of that language, so should the practice of singing commence. What 
mother, m teaehing her little prattler to speak the word "John," would con-
fuse its mind by requiring it to know that "John is a noun, because it is a 
name; a proper noun, because it is the name of a person, etc?" And yet, too 
many who would teach music to little children-and .ometimes older ones 
-use almost as cumbersome explanations at every step. 
Having a class of children .before us to whom we would impart some 
knowledge of mUSIC, we would probably commence by teaching a pleasing 
rote-song that is within the easy compass of each one's voice, usually from F 
(first space, treble staff), to E (fourth space) and, by this means, secure the 
interested participation of every one. While teaching such songs, careful at-
tention must be given that no one is permitted to sing loud or harshly, but try 
to secure a soft, smooth quality of voice. 
Such rote-singing may be continued for some time, without any reference to 
notation, until every pupil joins in heartily; and even after the study of nota-
tion has been commenced, it may be continued, as a recreation from other 
studies, until tbe pupIls themselves are able to learn the songs by note. But 
it may be that the teacher cannot sing, and if so, undoubtedly some one of the 
older pupils will aid in the matter. "Where there's a will there's a way," 
and no earnest teacher need fail. Shortly after this singing of songs has been 
successfully commenced, we would begin the teaching of the scale, in a very 
grad"al manner. Taking tone one (do) at the pitch F (first space of treble 
staff) we would have it repeated again and again, until the pupils are able to 
sing it with a soft. clear quality of tone in unison with each other. Some of 
the pupils, ho)Vever, may not be able to appreciate the correct pitch, and may 
produce discordant sounds. To such pupils nothing but words of encourage-
ment with direction to sing softly should be said, for many of them will, in 
time, become good singers. After tone one is learned so that all may sing il by 
number (one), or by syllable (do), then introduce tone two (re), and practice 
it in like manner, and afterward tone three (mi). The teacher, during these 
s'teps, may use various methods of arousing interest and securin~ attention-
by dictation, or by naming three fingers of the hand, or certain objects in the 
room, one, two, three, or do, ' r~, 11Ii; and as she points to each have the pupils 
sing. The tones are thus first taught in their succe~sive order,without attempting 
"skips." When the school is able to sing in concert and individually-with 
the exceptions already referred to-these three tones in a proper manner, the 
skip from one to three may be taught. Prohably as c:asy a way' to do this as 
any is to divide the school into two classes, designating them as "class one," 
and "class two." Then let class one sing do, class two rc. and class one 
mi, in order. Repeat this until it is well done. Then have class one sing do, 
full and clear, class two re, softly, and class one mi, full and clear. Keep re-
'peating this, having class two sing r~ softer each time until it can scarcely be 
heard, and, at last, omitting r~ altogether, yet giving time between the singing 
of do and mi to think of it; and afterward omitting the thought, and singing 
do and 11Ii III closer relation as to time. The classes may now exchange the 
tones, class two singing do and m~, and class one taking reo For learning the 
skip . from 11Ii to do, the same method may be employed. In like manner, all 
skips in the scale may, in due time, be introduced and mastered by the pupils -
without the teacher once singing a tone. 
. One difficulty will arise in all singing by children that should be carefully 
guarded, namely, singing at an improper pitCh of voice. To remedy this, even 
teachers that are good musicians will find trouble, without the aid of some 
mechanical contrivance. Where musical instruments are at hand, the correct 
pitch may be readily obtained; but ,comparatively few schools are thus favor-
ed, and, consequently, something else must be used. A tuning-fork would be 
the cheapest aid for those who understand its use; while for all teachers the 
most convenient 'contrivance of which we have knowledge is the School Mu-
sic Pipe, manufactured and sold by Messrs. Wm. H. Clark & Co., Indianapo. 
lis, Ind. By its use, any desired pitch may be readily obtained, and teachers 
who cannot sing will find it a valuable assistant in teaching their pupili to 
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D eka- LITER. Deci--
Welgilt. 
10 equal I of the next higher. 
D eka- GRAM. Deci- . 
Kilo- Hekto- Ccnti-- Mill 1-
Kllo- Hekto- Centl- Mill i-
Tho Spelling and Pronunciation is that a.doptcd by the American ltletrIc Dureau, DOlton, nod the American Metrological Society, 
New York. Each rRRFL'X: 0. 8cIln.rntc woru, accent on the first lIyllable, with .hort .ouml of e and 1. 
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I DECI- METER 
\ 10 CEHTI 'MET~ I 
11111'1"\'11""1"'11""1,1,.,'":,,,1'1111'1,.1'1111!!!,I",II,"II","1",'""IIIII'I"11111) 
100 Mn.~I-MlUII' 
TO THE LEARNER.-Thls t .. ble Is desllln~'(\ to show tbe extreme simplicity of the )felrlc Measures and 
'Velghts. It 18 a peculiarity of Ibe arrangcment, that the several denominations stand,ln tho 14blc,ln the SIllUO order 
a.ln thewrlttcn numbers or those den"nilnotlons. In all the MellSures-money length surface. solidity. capacity and 
wclght.-tloe UNITS 8tand In the same ,'ertiClII column; and.so or each division. deel-(1-!O). centl-(1·I OO). mllll-(1-1000), 
and or ench multlille. d.ka-(lOI. hekto-(IOOI. kllo-(IOOO) . Values In the lIIetrlc System. aslu UnIted States Money, are 
written Hko ordinary numbers In the Arabic .Notut1on. thus : 
g~!!g sssgsss ~~~e~~~ l illll!lIill ~=9. !~S ~~9. !~! ~~9. !~! 
.= JTI .. IIT sll III ~II · III ~=GJ..s .3cS3_:l-4 73.10( -_ ~.sCIIJ _-_ 
!fo.§=- ,g~~"gli= ,g'il~~gc= 0'il'il~gc:l I'<~~~i ~~~=~o;a ~=~~~~i ra:q~~~~:a 
2366 . 478 866 . 4 7 8 6 . 478 66.478 
read ,..,,,d read read 
12366.478 6 m 4 2 8 6 14 8 2 6 6 V 4 7 8 
In Sqlll\re Meas ure, eneh denomination occupies two placcs; and (or heavy goods 
In Cubic ltIeoMure. three . 2.866 kilo. 
Note 1. Value. Cor Reductions-Cubic, to Dry or Liquid Measure and to Welsht. 
The mtltr Is 39Jl7Inches-a little more thRill Yllrd; the dccl-mctcr Is obout 4lnches. 
The liIer (Ieeter) ls I cu. decl-meter-nbout 1 quart; n li ter or water wel"hs I kilo-gr"",-about 21-6 pounds. 
The gram Is the welllht of I cu . centl-meter oC water-about 1-80 ounce nvolrdupols. . 
The 6 cent nickel weighs 6 grams. Our sliver coins nre metrlc-4 cents to the gram. ' 
N ote 2. Names now in use. 
Mete,. means measure: as gas-meter, water-meter, thermo·meter. 
'I'he names mill, cenl, dimt.ln United StIltes ~loney. correspond to mill;' ctl1l1, dec£.ln tbe Metric System. 
The eallie ml[lht be called n dtka-dollar, beenuse It Is tell dollars; the dime. Ii deci-dollar, etc. 
We have the (leka-logue, or 10 commandments.· . 
Note 3. There are only Conr new term a ill this .yatem • 
L £ter-tho unit of capacity. Dry or Liquid; 
Gram-the unit of .weight; 
Hpk/o-mcanlnll10 dpka-or 100 of the units; 
Kilo-mealling 10 hekto-or 1000 of tbe units. 
Note 4. How to read Metric Volnes. 
276046 (dollars) may be r~nd{';: c~f~:Jty ~\.~~~~;~~s2t6 '!l~~f:;':' ~~~~~ts. WrItten $276046. 
275.46 (meter s) mny be l'ead: 2 hekto-IDf>t.ers. 7 dpkn-meters, 6 meters, 4 decl-meters. 6 cent1-meters. 
Practically we say: 276 meters. 46 ccntl-lDeters, and-50-forth. Written 265m46. 
Note IS. A. Cew other names may be uaed, but they are not e .. ential. 
The myria-meter Is"]O kilo-meters; the myria-gram, 10 knO-~rllms, or 10.000 ~rams. etc. 
The to" 191001) klJo-gr:uus, or the w('lglit of 1 Cil. meter of watt·r; it l1 PRl"ly (>(funIs t-he "long ton." 
The ar is 1 sq. deka-meter ot land; the heJ.:l- ar. 1 sq. ht!kto ... mctcr. 'l'he Iter 1s 1 cu. meter ofllre- wood. 
*nXKA.-rOllD meau ••• aenftce of 100 oxen i f,~~t;t6~gE,.J~~:~~~11~~ ~~~~~~: and MYBI&D, IO,OOG-eommonly spelled 
<c 
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Notes. 
PRICE of the WEEKLY to new subscribers ttll Jan. I, I878, 60 cents. 
Superintendent Wickersharli, of Pennsylvania, in the recent meeting at 
Louisville, said of technical education: "I have seen large classes · come out 
of our High School and go back home without a qualification for anything. 
Our people are partly right in sayit;lg that the common schools are not doing 
what they should for the common people. It would not be a bad thing if 
half the time of the girls were taken up in learning sewing, telegraphy, wood-
carving, and other arts of like nature. I believe that it is practicable that the 
work for girls may be divided in this way. With boys the case would be 
more difficult, but we find in Europe that they do the same with boys. I am 
not sure but that if half the money expended in the schools of our cities 
were expended in the erection of shops to teach the boys and girls trades, it 
would be better."-- The Chinese of San Francisco have petitioned the Board 
of Education for a school. They say in their memOrial : " Your honorable 
state levies poll and other taxes for the support of education, and makes no 
difference between natives and foreigners. ).f from the first, Chinese and 
Americans bad been placed on the same footing in the schools it would have 
been in accordance with right and justice, and there would have been subse-
quently no distinction; but your honorable state has established schools of 
all grades and have not admitted Chinese, which is contrary to the original 
intention (that they should be open to all). We therefore respectfully and 
earnestly beg that you will open schools for the benefit of the Chinese, and 
that you will appoint Mr. Kerr, who is familiar with our language, to have 
charge. Thus the original excellent design will be realized, and the learning 
of your honorable country Will be disseminated."--The September-October 
number of the North America,; R roiew contains the following articles: I. 
The "Electoral Conspiracy" Bubble Exploded, by E. W. Stoughton. .11. 
The Decline of the Drama, by Dion Boucicault. III . . The War in the East 
(with maps), by General Goorge B. McClellan. IV. Perpetuai Forces, by 
Ralph Waldo Emerson. V. How shall the Nation regain Prosperity? by 
David A. Wells. VI. New American Novels, by Edward L. Burlingame. 
VII. "Fair Wages," by "A Striker~" VIII. Reformed·Judaism (conclusion), 
by Felix Adler. IX. The recent Strikes, by Thomas A. Scott. X. Progress 
in Astronomical Discovery. XI. Contemporary Literature, comprising notices 
of Symond's Renaiss~nce in Italy, Sqier's Peru, Old-French Text Society, 
Alger's Life of Edwin Forrest, La Marmora's Les Secrets d'Etat, Whetham's 
Across Central America, MacDonald's Marquis of Lossie, Spry's Cruise of the 
Challenger, Lord George Campbell's Log Letters, Reade's A Woman-Hater, 
Carpenter's Mesmerism, Spiritualism, etc., Report on the Ontario Education-
al Exhibit, Furness's New Edition of Shakespeare, Victor Hugo's L'Art 
d'etre Grand-Pere, Reid's Charlotte Bronte. Published by James R. Osgood 
& Co., Boston . . For sale by booksellers generally.--Macmillan & Co. have 
published an admirable group of selections from Chaucer's Canterbury Tales, 
. consisting of ."The Tale of the Man of Lawe," "The Pardonere's Tale," 
"The Second Nonne's Tale," and "The Chanoun's Yemanne's Tale." The 
editorial work has been done hy Rev. Waltet W. Skeat, M. A., in a very 
scholarly and judicious manner. For such schools as desire a good text with 
notes on· the Canterbury Tales, this book will be found admirab!y suited. 
Price $1.75, to be had of Jansen, McClurg & Co., Chicago.--We are in-
debted to Supt. A. P. Marble, of Worcester, Mass., for the tables which ap-
pear on the opposite page. They afford a very interesting study, and would . 
be found convenient if available for reference. Copies may be obtained 
handsomely printed on thin bristol board at three dollars per hundred of 
Thompson, Brown & Co., 23 Hawley Street, Boston, or of the publishers.-
At the meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, 
twhich adjourned last week, at ' Louisville, the following was referred to the 
standing committee: "Resolved, That this Association, believing that the ex-
pedition for polar discovery under the direction of Captain Howgate is likely 
to prove in the highest sense beneficial to science, as well as reflecting honor 
upon the nation, cordially approve of the objects sought, and recommended it 
to national legislation and the country at large as deserving of an earnest, 
hearty, and lib~ral support." A resolution to memorialize Congress 10 give 
serious attention at an early dale to the work of devastation now progressing 
in the tract known as the Yellowstone National Park, and to make arrang~­
ments for the preservation and maintenance of that reservatil)n was !llso re-
ferred to the standing committee.--Miss Alice Chapin, who has for two 
years had a kindergarten in Indianapolis, ; rites most enthusiastically to the 
Kilzdergarten Messenger respecting a visit made by her last June to Mr. Hail-
man's kindergarten in Milwaukee. She calls it an "ideal kindergarten," and 
bespeaks not only the favor of the intelligent public, but also suggests that 
special effort be made by the friends of the cause to furnish Mr. Hailman and 
his excellent wife with improved facilities for prosecutmg their noble work. 
REVIEWS. 
Outlines of Etymology . By. S. S. H aldeman, LL. D., M. N. A. S. (Phil-
adelphia: J . .B. Lippincott & Co. Chicago: Jansen, McCI~rg & Co.)-To 
the student of language, especially him who makes the modern English the 
basis of his study, there can scarcely be found a book more intensely interest-
ing than this. It is full of the most valuable information to him who wishes 
to understand the true meaning and derivation of the words he uses. It is 
handsomly printed and bound-a gem for the table of every student and 
teacher. Prof. Haldeman is undoubtedly the best authority in this country on 
the subject of which this book treats, and his position as President of the 
American Philological Association last year was a just recognition of the dis-
tinction which he has won and the aut.hority which he wields among the lin-
guists. 
QUERIES AND ANSWERS. 
QUERIES. 
[Queries and anlwers are invited from all readers. This department is in the hand. of 
subscribers.] 
35. What is the most successful method of teaching history when the class 
IS large and time limited? R. H. HARTLEY; 
ANSWERS. 
[The answers are numbered to correspond with the queries which have preceded.l 
32. Why not allow "him" to be direct object of "let??' Does "be" de-
pend 011 "him?" Has it not more of adverbial force, relating to "let?" It ' 
seems a certain permission is given, permission "to be a soldier," and sucK 
permission is given him. Again, if we make the sentence stronger but simi-
lar, "make him be a soldier," it is very evident "to be a soldier" modifies 
"make." "Let" is equivalent to allow or permit, and the sentence may be 
written, "Allow him to be a soldier," but in this aoes not the infinitive phrase 
qualify the principal verb-"allow (to be a soldier) Mm?" CEDAR. 
PAMPHLETS RECEIVED. 
Sixtk Bimniat Report of the Trustees, Superintmdent, and Treasurer of 
the Illinois Asylum for Feeble-Minded Ckildren, at Lincoln. October I, 1876. 
Springfield. 
Catalogue of Iowa College for the year 1876-7. Rev. G. F. Magoun, Presi· 
dent. . 
Second A1lnual Catalogue of the Racine, Wis., Academy, for the academic 
year 1876-7. John G. McMynn, Principal. . 
Catalogue of the State Normal School at Oshkosh, Wis., for the year 1876-7. 
Geo. S. Albee, President . 
Report of tke· Sckool Committee of the Town of Quincy, Mass., for the year 
1876'7. F. W. Parker, Supt. . 
Annual Report of tke Managers of the Wisconsin Industrial School for Boys 
for I876. 
Bulletin Nos. I and 2 of tke United Stales Entomological Commission; 
Washington, D. C., 1877. 
The Cmtennial Sckool Building, an original design for the arrangement of 
rooms adapted to graded schools, illustrated by floor plans and elevations, by 
Ananias Langdon, Winona, Minn. This is a very ingenious combination of 
conveniences for graded schools, in a compact and economical form. The 
designs are worthy the attention of school boards contemplating the erection 
of buildings for graded schools. 
HAVE WE A STANDARD OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE? 
(From tl .. Educational Reporter, :July, I877;) • 
IN most matters pertaining to human intercourse, and in regard to which man has frequent occasion to communicate with his fellows; there has always 
Deen felt the desirabl.:-ness-well nigh an imperative necessity-of a rule or 
measure, established by authority, or so fixed by usage as to have become 
generally acknowledged, and to which appeal may be made in doubtful or 
disputed cases. Thus, among Christian nations the Bible is recognized as an 
infallible guide in morals and religion. Gold, with civilized countries, is the 
established standard of commercial values. So of measures of weight" and di. 
mensions: what perplexities and annoyances would be saved, and how mIlCh 
the general convenience promoted by the univerSal adoption of the metric sys-
tem. 
/ 
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In the foregoing and other instances how great the advantage, and .almo.st 
absolute need, of a fixed rule or measure by which all doubtful .questlOns m 
that special department can be decided. Is there sc~rcely less ne~d ?f such a . 
recognized authority in a given language? Without It what ambigUity as t.o 
the meaning of words? what diversity of usage in orthography and pr.onuncl· 
ation? Have we anything approximating to such an authonty and gUide? In 
France, a learned body, the French Academy, sa.nction.e?, if not appointed by 
the state, determines usage in such matters, an~ Its decIsions ha.ve the , force of 
established law. In this country and great Bntam, from the different charac-
ter of our civil institutions, and the changing nature of the lan'guage itself, and 
other causes, no such body exists, nor if existing wou!~ .its authority proba.bly 
be conceded. The alternative seems to be, a prevailing or general acqUies-
cence in some leading lexicographical authority. Have we such an author-
ity? . 
And,first and as most important, in regard to the m~aning or dejitzition of 
words. Hon. Horace Mann, who was one. of the leading educators of the 
country, and a gentleman of high c\llture and intelligence, said, "So far as I 
know there is an unanimity of opinion that Dr. Webster:s is th~ best dejini1!g 
Dictionary in the English language ; and the present Chief Justice of the Umt-
ed States wrote under date of "Washington, D. C., Octob~r, 25, I875. The 
book has become indispensable to every student of the English language. A 
law library is not complete without it, and the courts look to it as of the highest 
authority in all questions of definition. Morrison R . Waite." It would be 
easy to multiply similar expressions, and from equally distinguished sources, 
in Great Britain and the United !;tates. Indeed, public decision on this point 
seeins well nigh unvarying and unquestioned. 
Second, Orthography, or the proper spelling of words. That what is known 
as Dr. Webster's system of orthography, as now presented in his works, is gen-
erally accepted as the standard of usage in the United States, is shown by the 
following facts : (a) By delinite statements over their own signatures, obtain-
ed from between one and two hundred prominent booksellers all over the ' 
country, in 1873-4, it appears that the sales of Webster's Dictionaries were as 
20 to 1 of those of any other English lexicographer, and this proportion is be-
lieved yet to continue. (b) More than tm million copies of school books are 
annually publish, d in the United States adopting Webster as their general au-
thority. (c) The peri-Jdical and miscellaneous Issues of the American pr.-ss 
are in the same direction. (d) More than fifty millions of Webster's Spell-
er have been sold in this country, and it has yet a regular demand. 
That this condition of things will continu~ seems evident, (a) from the in-
trinsic reasonableness of the system ; ~. g., the French words chambr~, cidn, 
mtn, in conformity with their English pronunci~tion, have become chamb~r, 
cid~r, en/lr. Shall the few remaining words of the class continue to present 
the anomaly of the old, i. e., the French, orthography? Why spell mdre a 
measure, with trl, but diame/lr a measure across, ter? (b) As Prolessor 
Goodrich has well said, "The tendencies of our language (in orthography) 
are to greater simplicity and broad er analogies," and this tendency IS in no 
wise likely to be reversed, hut the demand, as indicated by public gatherings 
of learned men for this very object, and in both hemispheres, is for further 
progress in the same direction. 
It she-uld be added, that where present good usage sanctions two forms of 
• spelling the same word, Webster's Dictionaries now give both-the preferred 
one first. The same rule is applied in pronunciation. 
Third Pro1tunciatiott. Pronunciation is "the act of uttering with articu-
lation," 'and its organ is the human voice; its law, the prevailing, best usage 
of cultivated and refined people. It can, of course, be taught perfectly ?nly 
by living example, and any mode of presenting it on the printed page, either 
by re"pelling. ur a system of diacritical m~rks, m.ust ~r?m the nature of the 
case be an imperfect one. Then there will be dlversltl~s of usage, a~d occa-
sional changes; yet some general guide, having the weight of authonty, ~nd 
presented on the printed page, seems indispensable. Hardl~ anyone thmg 
so publicly marks and distinguishes the unrefined and uncu!t1~ated from the 
refined and cultivated as inaccurate and inelegant pronunCiation. A person 
01 quite average intelligence, soon after the appearance of that work; stepped 
into a bookstore and inquired for "Gui-zot
' 
on Civilization." . Th.e b~oksel!er 
inquired of the clerk, "Have we a copy of Gee-zo/ ?" The mqUirer. s entIre 
ignorance of French pronunciation was of course made apparent to him, and 
occasioned a blush of mortification. Yet he might well have been pardoned 
a want of knowledge of French; but how w()uld it have been had the blunder 
been English? Does Webster furnish a satisfactory guide and authority in this 
particular? President Porter, the editor of the last edition of Webster's Un-
abriged, says of its "Principles of Pronunciation, originally prepared by Pro-
fessor Goodrich, and elaborated by Mr. Wheeler with suggestions from able 
scholars," that "a mpre thoroughly practical snd satisfactory treatment of the 
subject" the editor confidently believes, cannot be found in the language." 
The principles thus thoroughly and carefully elaborate~,in their application to 
each individual word, have also had taken into account, as the final law, the best 
usage of both hemispheres, thl ruult of wid~ observation, corrujondena, and 
a comparison with t~e labors of leading current English lexicographlrs. The 
claim of Webster as high authority in this respect the public have fully recog-
nized·. The Importance of a satisfactory guide on this point is obvious. How 
common the error of AJllo-path-y, Hy/dro-path/y,instead of AI-Iop/a-thy, Hy-
drop/a-thy, in accordance with Ho-me-op/a-thy? 
Is not the claim well established, then, that Webster is the standard author-
ity of the English language. if any English Dictionary can be so regarded? 
o~, as Professor Stowe has said. "The standard, wherevc!r the English lan-
guage is spoken. It deserves to be, must be, is, and will be. If we would 
have uniformity, we must adopt Webster, for he cannot be displaced; but 
others may be." 
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STATE DEPAR TMENTS. 
EDITORS: 
Califor .. ia: JEA,"", C. CAI<k, Deputy SlOlle Supt. Public Inst ., Sacramento. 
Colorado: Hon. J . C. SUA1TUCK, S.ate Supt. Public Instruction, Denver. 
Iowa: J . M. DaARMoND, Principal Grammar School NO.5, Davenport. 
Olinois: Prof. JOHN W . COOK, Illinois Normal Univen.ity, Normal. 
Michiran: Prof. LEWIS McLou-rH, State Normal School, Ypsilanti. 
India .. ,,: J. B. ROBERTS, Principal H'J:h School, Indianapolis. 
Wiseo,.sin: J. Q. EMERV, Supt. Public Schools, ~'ort Atkinson. 
Minnesota: O. V. TOUSLEY, Supt. Public Schools, Minneapolis. 
Dakota: W. M. BRISTOLL, Supt. Public Schools, Yankton. 
Ohio: R . W . STavENsON, Supt. Public Schools, Columbus. 
N~6ra.ska: Prof. C. B. PALMER, State University,Lincoln. 
EdweatiOflal Nnvs-Home alld Foreirw: HSNRY A. FORD, Kalamazoo, M.chipn. 
The East-Prof. EDW,,"RD JOHNSON, Lynn, M.ssachusetts. 
eHICAlrO SEPTEMBER I3, I877. 
Iowa. 
PROF. E. ZELLER is the popular and efficient city superintendent of the Winterset public schools.--Amherst College has conferred the degree 
of LL. D. on Prof. Wm. G. Hammond, Chancellor of the law department of 
Ihe State University.--The Iowa State Capitol, when completed, will be 
not onlv one of the finest state-houses in the Union, but it will be one of the 
best arranged and, most comfortable. The building covers one and two·fifths_ 
acres of ground. The corner-stone was laid November, 187 I. The superin-
tendent in charge is Hon. Robert H. Finkbine.--Speaking of the Normal 
Institute in session at that place, the Mt. Pleasant .Journal says : "~o fact marks 
with greater certainty the progress .and prospenty.ol a c?Dlmunt.ty than the 
interest sustained in popular ed~catlon.. All ~enu:ne national pnde, as ~ell 
a.< the grace, dignity, and nobility of pnva~e life a~d character, are so. mtl-
mately connected with intelligence and tramed brams.' as to render the l~beral 
provision made for the diffusion of ele~entary education, n~t only ~eslrable 
but necessary. The lire currents that Vitalize the entire fabriC of society ha-:e 
their source in our common schools " --Prof. ~. L. Peet, of Chl-
ca 0 has been elected Principal of the Dubuque H.!tb School at a salary 
ol$; soo.--Prof. W. H. Wynn, of the Iowa Agrlcult~ral College, re-
. d' h h degree of Doctor of Pbilosophy from Wittenberg ,-ollege, celVe t e onorary . b· f bl d Ohlo.-- " A Problem in History" . IS the s~ ~ect 0 an a e an 
valuable lecture which Dr. Magoun, PreSident of Iowa College, 
has been delivering in different parts of the sta~e.--D~buque employs no 
citysuperintendent.--Prof. G. S. Wedgwood IS the WIde-awake, popular 
Supenntendent of the Atlantic ~chools: --. Mr. Wm. S. Hamilton has been 
chosen principal of the Ft. Madison High School.--Mr. R . G. Young has 
charge of the Durant public schools.--Mr. 'rhos. Loudon is at the head of 
the Brighton schools.--Prof. John S .. nborn is principal of Albion Seminary. 
Mr. E. P. Fogg is assistant principal.--Prest. Carpenter, of Oskaloosa Col-
lege, has been delivering his popular and interesting lecture, .. Rome as I Saw 
It," before Iowa Norm.al Institutes. One does not need to travel "up, down, 
and around" Iowa to learn the feelings of teachers in regard to the WEEKLY. 
He hears on every hand words of high praise and hearty commendation. It 
is a base libel on the teachers of this noble state to say that they are not inter-
ested in educational journalism. They have been meanly and shamefully 
. defrauded by tramps who made up in brass .vhat they lacked in brains and 
common'decency. But the cause of popular education hali no firmer. strong-
er friends than the teachers of Iowa. 
Michigan. 
THE State Central Institute held at Lansing by Supenntende.nt Tarb~1l with Drs. Hewett and Hancock and Profs. Graham and Piper as m-
structors was, in all respects, a success. Over two hundred names were en-
rolled. The best teachers of the state were in attendance, and all were well 
pleased with the lectures given by the above-mentioned educators from our 
neighboring states. It strengthened and encouraged Ui; to hear new v~ices 
and to know that our neighbors are thinking and laboring in the same direc-
tion in which we are engaged. Good fruit will be borne of this meeting. 
--The institute at Evart. conducted by Prof. McLouth, of the Normal 
School, assisted by Prof. J. C. Corbin, of Pontiac, and W. L. Smith, of 
Saginaw, although on account of the newness of county it enrolled but 34 
members, was a decided suc~ess. The people of the village manifested gre~t 
interest in the meeting, and invited the Superintendent to hold the ne~t insti-
tute fo.r the county at the same place. Township Superintendent Lumber 
greatly contributed to the success of the institute.--The institute at Chesa-
ning, conducted by Prof. Gower. of Saginaw, assisted by Profs. Smith and 
McLouth, was also quite successful in the interest it awakened. The enroll-
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ment, on account of rainy weather, only reached 30, although the attend-
ance was much more.--The institute at Port Huron, conducted by Prof. 
Bellows, assisted by Prof. Truesdel, was quite successful, and was specially 
honored by the presence, as a pupil, of a member of the Dominion Parlia-
ment, who had been sent out to study our school system.--The institute at 
Flint, conducted by Profs. Putnam and Flint, was quite largely attended. 
Superintendent Tarbell gives an evening address at each of the ipstitutes. A 
dozen or fifteen more institutes are to be held this fall.--Prof. Garner, for 
several years principal. of the public schools of Owosso, assumes a like posi-
sition at Big Rapids.--Mr. William n. Clark, of the Unive~ity, class of 
'75, takes charge of the public schools of Schoolcraft.--Mr. H. C. McDou-
gall, of the last University class, and of the normal class of ~73, becomes 
principal uf the Kalamazoo High School.--Mr. Durbin Newton, of the last 
normal class, is engaged as first assistant in the' Rockland public school.--
The State Teachers' Association will meet this year in East Saginaw, Dec. 
26.--The following are the general statistics relating to the Battle Cr~ek 
public schools for the year ending June 29, 1877: Population of the dis-
trict, 6,179; number of children between 5 and 20 years, 1,762; cash valu-
ation of school' property, $150,000; assessed valuation of property in the dis· 
trict, $1,065,775; cost of superintendence and instruction, $11,945; enroll-
ment (including transfers), 1,525; number of transfers, 223; .average num-
ber belonging, 933.02; average daily attendance, 877 .09; number of men 
teachers, including superintendent, 2 : pumber of women teachers, 25; num-
ber of pupils to each teacher, based on average number belonging, 36.6; co,t 
of education per capita for superintendence and instruction, $12,80; average 
per capita cost for tbe whole school, hased on tbe number enrolled, $12.14; 
number of non·resident pupils, 67. 
Educational News. 
MICHIGAN.-The Institutes, though not as largely attended as in other ' states, are nevertheless reported as very successful, there ,being much 
interest manifested by the citizens as well as the teachers. --Th~ Ann Arhor 
Cour£er says: "More foreign scholars have heen received at the High School 
this year than ever before for the same period of time. Some of the classes 
. are so full thl':t they will have to be divi(led. This is especially so with Prof. 
Cbute's class m algebra. The present number in the school is 282 being 
equally divided as regards sex. The ward schools are unusually fuli."--
The people of Pontiac expressed a desire at their annual scho61 meeting to 
have a special te.ache: o.f music employed for the public schools.--W·. C. 
Bell of Oxford, IS pnnclpal at Clarkston.--Wooster W. Beman instructor 
in the University, and Miss Nellie E. Burton, daugbter of Rev. D;. Burton, 
of Kalamazoo, were married the 4th inst. at Kalamazoo. 
GEORGIA.- The University of Georgia has graduated six Governors, twen-
ty-six United States Senators and Congressmen, forty. nine Judges, and 257 
legislators.-- fhe question of locating the State capital has been referred 
by the Georgia Convention to the people independent of the vote on the Con-
stitution. 
. LOUISIANA.-The New Orleans Times says that the more intelligent blacks 
of that city "contemplate ~migration to an extent worthy of remark," be-
cause the Board of EducatIOn have not only separated the whites from the 
blacks in the public schools, but have also made an effortlo abolish the high 
schools on the ground that persons who wanted their children . to have more 
than a common school education were able to send them to private schools. 
MISSOURI.-About $100,000 has been bequeathed . to the Washington Uni-
'fersity, of St. Louis, by the will of William Palm, who died in 'Rome seven 
years ago. 
NEW YORK.-The N. Y. Sun says that the College of the City of New 
York is maintained chiefly for the education, in the higher branches, of a few 
of the sons of well-to-do-men, and ought to be abohshed-that it costs 
$150,000 a year, which can be put to a much better use, as the institution 
"does not properly belong to any right system of free public education." The 
whole number of schooh under the care of the Board of Education of New 
Yo~k city is over three hundred, and over three thousand teachers are engag-
ed In !hem .. In ~875 more than three and a half millions of dollary were 
sPdent m theIr mamtenance. For books alone nearly $150,000 was expend-
e . 
NEBIlASKA.-Prof. J. M. McKenzie, late State Superintendent of Public In-
s~ructlon, has be~n selected as superintendent of the public schools of Brown-
VIlle.--The CIty Council and the Board of Education of Omaha have had a 
"fall~ng out," and the latter refuses to pay the annual interest of $15,006 on 
the cIty school bonds. The Council will then .have to pay tbe interest or al-
low the bonds to be protested. Salaries were reduced in Omaha as follows: 
Supt. Beals, $200; Principal Bruner, of the North, $300; Miss Foos, of the 
East, $200; Miss Stanard, of the South, $100; Miss McKoon, of the West, 
$50 ; the Principal of the High School, $200, and the secretary of the Board, 
1\100. Miss Lucy Green had her salary raised to $90 per month, subject to a 
reduction of 5 per cent. All employes not mentionedrabove sustain a gen-
eral .reduction of 5 per cent. Respecting the High School Principal-
ship the High School says: "After two months' filibustering on the selection 
of a High School Principal, the question was finally settled by the election of 
Prof. Crawford, of New York, on the thirteenth ballot. From the first a de-
cided opposition was manifested by a majority of the Board to the reelection 
of Pr?f. Merritt, but, nevertheless, that. ~entleman 'stay~d to see the fight 
over. Whatever may have been the fnthngs of Mr. MerrItt, we are certain 
that he worked faithfully for tbe interests of the High School, and while we 
cheerfully acquiesce in the decision of the majority, we only hope that his suc-
cessor :vill evince the same disposition."--1'he construction of the building 
for CreIghton College progresses slowly. It is expected that all things will be 
in readiness for the admission of students by the beginning of next year. The 
corner stone was laid Aug. 27. This college was founded by Mary LOllise 
Creighton, who bequeathed in her will $100,000 for the purpose. --Hon. Frank 
Welch, member of Congress, publishes the following notice: "There will be 
held at the State University in Lincoln, on Sept. 12, 1877, before an examin-
ing board, con~isting of Lieutenant E. S. Dudley, V. H. Coffman, M. D., 
and Hon. M. V. Moudy, an examination of all candidates for appointment 
as c~d~ts to the United States military academy at West Point. The age for 
admISSIOn mu;;t be between 17 and 21, and they must be at least five feet in 
height and free from infectious or immoral disorder, and generally from de-
fo~mlty, disease, or infirmity which may unfit them for mililary service. They 
must be well versed Iii reading and writing, including orthography and arith-
metic, and a knowledge of English grammar, of descriptive geography-par-
tirulary of our own country-and of the history of the United States. Physi-
cal examination will be first in order." 
SOUTH CAROLlNA.-The Legislature refused to .ratify the constitutional 
amendment ad"pted at the election last fall, which provided that not less than 
a two-thirds mill·tax should be levied each year to sm,tain tbe free schools,and 
prohably nothing will be dune for the puhlic free school~ till the state has 
provid~d in ~ome way for text·hooks which contain no "Radical lie~," as the 
Charleston J01lmal o.f Commerce says, till the General Assembly has pro-
vided "Southern histories and Southern readers for children."--The pay of 
School Commi"sioners in South Carolina has been reduced to $300 a year; 
The last Legislature abo abolished >pecial taxes for tducation and de~rived 
townships and school districts of Ihe power to tax themselves for the support 
of schools, and it refused to provide sa laries for ·the teachers in the State Uni-
versity, where 200 colored students have been Mudymg. 
TENNESSEE.-Fisk University, at NaShville, Tenn, has projected a training 
school for African mIssionaries. • 
TEXAS.-It is estimated that the school fund of the state of Texas will be 
$30,000,000 when the school lands are all sold, and the annual income will be 
$2,800,000. 
VIRGINIA.-Tbe junior Latin class at the Virginia State University is to be 
abolished, and thus a higher standard of qualifications required of candidates 
for admission.--Only about twenty· five members of the Educational Asso-
ciation of Virginia assembled at their annual meeting last month.-The Edu-
cational Association of Virginia at its late ~ession determined to relieve itself 
for the future of any pecuniary responsibility for the publication of the 
Jour,nal 0/ Education, or the payment of its editor. This is right-it is a 
blessmg .to any educational or other journal to be compelled to stand on its 
~wn ments. The teachers of Virgima should see that their Journal is con-
tmued. 
WISCONSIN.-The Normal School Building at Whitewater has been con-
siderably improved during vacation by calcimining, painting, and enlarging 
doors and passage-ways.--S. B. Lewis takes the Clinton school. He has 
taught there before, and is warmly welcomed by the citizens.--S. A. Per-
kins, forthe last eight years at Delafield, takes the Palmyra schpol---E. 
Dewey remains at Delavan.--Moses Strong, one of the corps of assistants of 
the State Geologist, was drowned near Stevens P,oint, in the Flambeau river, 
about two weeks ago, while engaged in the work of hIS profession. He was 
a promising young mim, of special attainments in the study of geology, and 
was regarded as one of the most useful m~mhers of the corps employed in 
making the State Geological Survey.--H. W. Slack, of St. Paul, Minn .• 
and S. M. Leete, of West Salem, Wis., received life certificates at the recent 
state examination at Madison. Prof. Slack takes the St. Paul High School the 
coming year, and Supt. Leete continues III his excellent work in La CroiSe 
county.--The institute at Waupaca is reported in complimentary terms by 
the editor of the Republicat,. He says that Prof. Emery's instruction in read-
ing was "a revelation to most of the teachers, and they are bound to profit by 
it. Patrons?f the schools m~y r~asonably c<;>mplai~ if they do not see good re-
sults from thIS branch of the IIlstttute work III theIr schools the coming win. 
ter." Respecti.ng ~rof. ~urnham's teaching, he says: Mr. Burnham's best 
work has been III anthmettc and geography-the very hest in the former. He 
has not dodged about from topic to topic, but has drilled away on a very few 
topics; and his work has told. Dnll, drill, drill is his molto. He does not 
go into a pile of stones, and whack every individual stone ' once or twice, but 
directs his blows upon one individual stone until it is pulverized." The gen-
eral work of the institute was thoroughly conducted; 110 teachers , were pres-
ent.--The Oshkosh school board refuses to allow German to be taught in 
the public schools of that city.--The institute at Eau Clairt: had an enroll-
ment of 69. Prest. Parker was present the first week with Prof. Reynolds, but 
the opening of the Normal School took him away the second week. Miss 
Hosford, the county superintendent, was present to assist, and her good judg-
ment and executive abIlity are reported as having been very helpful to Prof. 
Reynolds, who seems to have been fully competent for an institute, even had 
he been left entirely alone. By the way, Prof. Reynolds had a daughter mar-
ried two or three weeks ago, who was last year teaching with him at La 
Crosse;--The State University opened the 6th inst. with 100 students, in the-
freshman class, the largest for many years. There is an unusually full atten-
dance in all the departments. 
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METHOD IN TEACHING. 
THE Report of the School Committee of Quincy, Mass., .contains some well considered remarks on the methods oi instruction pursued in the 
public schools of that place. In view of their value as an aid to others who 
are endeavoring to discover and apply the philosophy of education in their 
teaching, we make the following quotations: 
"For several years we have doubted whether the methods in use from time 
immemorial in our schools were really the best that could be deVised. We 
had heard that the most profound students and thinkers of the science of 
teaching had long since discredited the system to which we clung. That, 
while disclaiming the discovery of a royal read to learning, they did profess 
to have found an easier way than the old one. Indeed, thl:se men look upon 
our steadfast devotion to our worn and familiar paths very much as we should 
regard the conservatism of a man who should persist in preferring a stage-
coach to a Pullman-car for a trip to California. 
"Take, for instance, the very first essays of the little child just entering school. 
They protest that we are wasting hme and strength in compelli.ng him to learn 
his letters one by one before he is permitted to form a sylable or frame a word. 
They tell us that the letters C, A, T, spell dog just as much as cat to a per-
fectly untaught mind. And, inasmuch as the name of each combination of 
letters has at last to be learned hy a mere effort of memory, it is best to teach 
the name at once. Pressing on in the same direction, they scout, as un-
natural and absurd, stuffing children with words before they know their mean· 
ing. They tell us that we have got the cart before the horse. That we 
should begin at the other end, and first show the thing itself to the child, then 
tell its name, and at last the written sign of that name. And then they assure 
us that, if we have the skill and tact to associate some child-interest with the 
name and its sign, the memory will rarely fail of its share of the task. But 
it is admitte.d that this excited interest is an essential element of success. The 
picture, not the symbol, is the key to the closed intellect. They declare, that, 
if we would succeed with the young, we must employ their senses more and 
their mere memory less. The mother does not teach her baby to spell 
F -A-T.H·E·R,-the child sees the thing and hsps the name. They learn by 
the eyes, and nothing sticks in the memory which has not an Interest to hold it 
in, Therefore, they argue, we must teach by objects which alone engage their 
attention. By no other plan, and by no more abstruse processes, does our 
good mother Nature furnish the infant mind with the amazing store of facts 
which it picks up in the first three years of life. Then, pointing triumphantly 
to the exceeding small results of the first three years of school, they ask us 
how otherwise we explain the contrast. And certainly it does look a little as 
if we had not materially bettered the gentle, natural ways. Multiplied toil 
and lessened harvest betoken ill management." 
After giving further reasons why a change should be made in the methods 
of instruction, the Report continues: 
"Suppose, for example, we follow the child into school on its first day of at-
tendance. We should see the little band of beginners gathered naturally 
round the teacher at the black.board, watching the teacher write (not print) 
words on the board, and learning their meaning and how to sound them .. For 
weeks this would constitute their lesson in read.ng. Then they are furnl;;hed 
primers containing simple stories about the birds or animals or other ?bJects 
with which they are familiar. Pictures illustrate the text and emphasize the 
action related. The teacher, taking this picture, perhaps, or some object or 
acUon of ' immediate interest as a theme, by a few skillful questions or apt sug-
suggestIOns, makes perfectly clear to each mind what it is all about! at the 
same time keeping all their wits awake and at work. Every word ~hlch any 
little finger points to as a possible stumbling.block is carefully e~plalned, until 
in every head all shadow of mystery about it has departed. W~llle, lastly, and 
only after we are sure that the child has thoroughly made hiS pwn both the 
thought and the written form, is he permitted to read it . . 
"Now, if to any this proceeding seems inverted and awkward, we can as· 
sure them that it works well. Indeed, we venture to say that all teachers who 
will try it intelligently and patiently will agree with our teachers, and with us, 
in claiming for it a surprisingly increased product over what we have been 
able to extract f~om an equal amount of labor under the A, B, C, plan. Nor 
is it a gain in quantity alone. The improvement in quality is quite as remark-
able. 
"The child learns to read the thought, not merely to repeat the words. And 
in our schools already the painful twang of the old grinding organ, mechanical 
word.reading, has almost entirely ceased. From the outset they are trained 
in a good style, and nothing but the facility gained by constant practice is 
wanting. The interest of the children, too, is kept awake by changing their 
readers as fast as the contents of each is known; and we find that they press 
on eargerly to the fresh pll$ture thus afforded them. And no one, we think, 
will question the utility of this arrangement who has observed how much bet-
ter a class of children will read a story which interests and pleases them than 
one which does not chain their attention. . 
"Of course we are aware that statements so strong are likely to provoke the 
charge of enthusiasm. But we are ready to.day to take the. skeptic into each 
of our D Primaries, and there show him plenty of little beginners, only one 
year at work, reading script more readily than they formerly spelled print; 
and wnting 'it, too, more fluently than they used to engrave the disconnected 
capitals which were supposed to De the extreme limit of their powers. For,-
as we lind the A, B, Ab, stage unnecessary for teaching to read, so an ap-
pr~nticesh~p in printing is useless for learning to write. We have a plenty of 
chlldren of seven years who cannot print a letter, but can write sentences 
from the black-board on their slates, in a good current hand. 
"Surely, this ismuch, but it is not all. We deem it indeed but little com-
pa;ed with the gain we prize the most. For, beyond all improvements in 
qUicknes~ or thoro~ghness of teaching and learning, the change most striking 
and pleasmg to us IS the change in the moral atmosphere of the school·room. 
!hough.subtle, it is unmistakable; and, if difficult to descnbe or dissect, it is 
Instantly seen and felt. While all partake it, the infant schools manifest it 
th.e . mos~. ~our first glance catches it from the bright, smiling, eager faces. 
Life, ammatlOn, gaiety, have usurped the weary stolidity of dull indurance. 
Erect, expe~tant, and intent, these latter· day school-boys belie their prescriptive 
characteristics. !he snrill voice of scolding is hushed; for the children are 
amused to do their duty. The best schools are the most cheerful and sprightly, 
~nd the most perfect order prevails where there is least reproof. Most amaz-
Ing of all, yo.u find the little ones actually anxious to go to school. . The old 
reluctance to go ha:; been replaced by an aversion to staying away. They 
want to be there, and are with difficulty kept at home. Such results we esteem 
of ~eal value, and we accept them as true tests of sound method. We all learn 
easily what we like: the secret is to make us like to learn." 
CAPTAJN BURTON'S DISCOVERIES IN THE LAND OF MIDIAN. 
A CORRESPONDENT of the Timu, writing from Alexandria, informs the public that captain Burton, the African traveler, has made a "find" 
of unusual interest. At the request of the Khedive he has visited the "land of 
Midian," the desolate region on the eartern side of the Gulf of Akabah, the 
easternmost of the two long and narrow estuaries in which the Red Sea ends. 
Accompanied by M. GeorgI: Marie, a French engineer, Captain Burton 
landed in Midian on the 2nd of April,- and III an exploration of some weeks 
explored a region fuIl of ruined towns, built of solid masonry, with made 
roads, aqueducts five miles long, artifical lakes and massive fortresses, all 
marking a wealthy and powerful people. Their wealth was based on mining 
operations, ani Captain Burton reports the existence of gold, silver, tin, anti-
mony, and turquoise mines. The auriferous region is extensive; indeed, the 
discoverer believes he has opened up a California, and the Khedive proposes 
to have the country worked by European capitalists. 
It will be remembered that in the Bible Midlan is always described as a 
land fuIl of metals, especially gold, silver, and lead. It is more than probable 
that Solomon's Ophir was situated there, as the smaIl ships in whicn he im-
ported gold, ivory, and peacocks were launched at the head of the Red Sea. 
Mldian is part of the Egyptian Viceroyalty.-London Sp~ctator. 
'. Publishers' Notes. 
A H. ANDREWS, of this city, the gentleman so well known. through-• out the country as an extensive manuractur~r of school furmture. has just returned from the Pacific coast, where hiS busmess has assumed stupend_ 
ous proportIOns. 
-Subscribers to the WEEKLY should not neglect. to order the Emerson 
binder, as it is unquestionably the c/uapes~ and but deVice for p~ese~ving cop_ 
ies of periodicals as they appear. We wIIl send a complete pnce hst on ap-
plication. We have a size made specially for the WEEKLY, with gilt label. 
-For binding examination papers or paper-covered books, temporarily or 
permanently, the "Library Binder" is unexcelled. Its cost is only about 
half that of the Emerson binder, but it is not serviceable in preserving the 
several issues of a journal as they appear from week to week or month to -
month. 
-In ordering' a change in your address always give the name of the post-
office and state from which the change is to be made. 
-Please send all letters pertaining to SUbscription to A. H. Porter, General 
Subscription Agent, 170 Madison street, Chicago. 
-Correspondence is invited from all our readers; we are glad to gather 
the news, to publish your suggestions, queries, and answers, and to I5ecome 
personally acquainted with all. Those that are satisfied that they 'have good 
methods of teaching the various common school subjects are particularly re-
quested to report them to us for the benefit of others. Always add a few lines 
of personal or news items when you write to us. 
Take notice! The supply of back numbers of the WEEKLY is very nearly 
exhausted. Copies of the first twenty nu~bers may be obtained for five cents 
each; copies 01 subsequent numbers will 110t be furnished except on receipt 
of ten cehts each, and only a very few at any priu. If any of our subscribers 
can supply us with nos. 21,31, 32, or 34, they will confer a special favor up- -
~n us by promptly maili.ng them to our address. A large number of ~e edi-
tIOn last :week were spOiled by the folding machine, and several which ~e 
. were obhged to send to our subscriber w~re badly wrinkled. We beg m-
dulgence, as the mischief was done after the paper left our ' hands, and could 
not be repaired. 
I like the WEEKLY very much.-Supt. G. M. Durst, Lyon County, Minn. 
I cannot do without it.-Prof. Delos Fall, Flint, Mich. 
Hope to secure the majority of the teachers in this county as subscribers to 
your valuable paper.-Supt. Mrs. P. A. Taylor, A/~xand~r County, III. 
A ·wide·awake journal which should be in the hands of every teacher.-.M. 
H. Marble, Table Rock, Nebraska. 
